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Tuition will rise by nine percent
by Amy Applebaum
managing editor

The week
in weather
We're still in Kansas:
Wednesday, mostly
cloudy with a chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
High around 80. Chance of
rain is SO percent.
Chance of showers and
thunderstorms Thursday
and generally fair Friday
and Saturday. Morning lows
in the 60s Thursday and Friday and upper SOs to mid 60s
Saturday. Highs in the 80s
Thursday, upper 70s to mid
80s Friday and mostly 70s
Saturday.

Inside The News

about $18 million, or just under
10 percent, of the lost money.
Regents Chancellor Elaine
Hairston issued a statement in
which she called the decision
"difficult and delicate" but said
it had to be weighed against the
regents' responsibility to provide
quality education.
Voinovich and members of
both parties on the sevenmember Controlling Board supported lifting the cap. Rep.
Robert E. Netzley, R-Laura, cast
the lone dissenting vote. He denounced "balancing the budget
on the backs of the students."
Netzley inferred the Universities should help with part of the
deficit instead of turning to tuition increases.
He said the colleges have not
done enough belt-tightening and
should be eliminating unneeded
staff and programs.
President Olscamp also re-

The University's tuition will be
nine percent higher beginning
fall semester, bringing the annual amount to attend classes to
$6,234 including room and board.
This increase comes as the
Ohio Board of Regents Monday
won Controlling Board approval
to raise the tuition cap for statesupported colleges and universities.
The Board acted in raising the
tuition cap in response to Gov.
George Voinovich's recent cuts
in higher education as a part of
his state budget-balancing package.
The cuts totaled $170.2 million
dollars and as a result, University students will have to make up
part of this deficit.
However, the regents said the
increases will make up only

Budget Bust

iterated this difficulty in deciding to raise tuition at the June 26
Board of Trustees meeting. The
Board of Trustees June 26 approved a budget which involved
two budgets: a budget was passed

raising next year's tuition seven
percent and a contingency budget was also approved in anticipation of an increase in the cap.
Some students also expressed
extremely negative feelings
toward both the University and
the state of Ohio in raising tuition.
Cathy Stasik, a graduate mass
communication student, said she
believes the current budget situation makes it harder to get financial aid while many people
are paying for their own education.
"It's like education is only for
the elite," she said.
And James Gintz, a senior
chemistry major, echoed the
feelings of many students asked
about the situation.
"I think it really sucks," he
said. "What else do they want, the
shirt off my back?"
Other students were concerned

about the message the state 4to> «
sending in choosing to cut higher
education and the long-term effects such a decision could have.
"I'm curious to see how long it
takes before someone in Columbus or Washington D.C. figures
out that the education they keep
denying their citizens isn't really
the answer to all their problems,"
said Robert Young, a sophomore
psychology major.
"Education is the only institution which can bring an end to
bigotry, crime and unemployment, yet those in power keep
making it harder and harder for
us to go," she said.
Scot Paulitsch, a junior construction management and technology major, echoed these concerns.
"It seems to me that they (state
politicians) are looking for an
See Tuition, page five.

Cleanup
goes on
for storm
victims
by Scott DeKatch
editorial contributor

Music to my ears:
"South Pacific" will be
featured as Bowling Green's
summer musical.
Opening night will be Friday evening at 8 p.m.
Dybdahl says that unlike
most summer musicals
"South Pacific" will not be
repeated in the fall. People
who don't see the show this
summer won't have the opportunity to see it at a later
date.
□ Seepage four.

Shake it up:
Earthquake insurance is
now being offered to
Ohioans - and it's not all it's
cracked up to be, according
to a University professor.
There are other forms of
natural disaster insurance
which may be more necessary in Northwest Ohio.
□Page five.

On campus
Retirement celebration:
The Student Recreation
Center staff is inviting the
campus to join in a retirement reception in honor of
Terry Parsons.
The reception is scheduled for Wednesday, July 29
from 3 to 5 p.m. at the Bowling Green State University
Ice Arena Lounge.

Kaplan elected:
Dr. Josh Kaplan, director
of Health Services at the
University, has been voted
chairman-elect of the Clinical Medicine Section of the
American College Health
Association.
He has also been elected
as a member-at-large to the
executive board of the Ohio
College Health Association.
Kaplan will serve in each
post for two years.
The American College
Health Association and its
affiliate, the Ohio College
Health Association, were established to serve professionals and consumers Interested In providing high
quality health care to college students.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.

Several tornadoes ripped
through Northwest Ohio Sunday
and Monday, causing severe
damage in Wood County and surrounding counties.
Perrysburg Township received
the brunt of the damage from
Sunday's twisters, according to
Wood County Sheriff Matt Brichta. The sheriff's department
had all regular duty personnel on
the scene, as well as 14 auxiliary
officers. Although there was a
great deal of property damage in
the township, there were no injuries reported. One building
damaged in the storm was a Secure Self Storage.
"The force of the wind knocked
the doors off," Brichta said. "It
was like a huge vacuum cleaner."
The S.E. Johnson Co. and Smith
Equipment also sustained damage.
See Tornado, page five.

The BG Niwi/Todd Swan urn

This home at 2S610 W. River Road, near Roachtoo Road In Haskins, sustained substantial damage when a tornado jumped the
Maumee River nearby. No one was home at the time the garage
and two upstairs bedrooms collapsed. According to eyewitnesses
the tornado originated when a black cloud from the east and an-

other from the west came together above Anthony Wayne High
School. It delivered a punch causing millions of dollars In damages
to the high school, then traveled east Into Wood County reeking
more havoc,

Football star enters Faculty braces for cuts
plea of innocent to Collective bargaining could help protect BGSU FA
three rape counts
by Theresa DeFranco
staff writer

by Jacqueline Porter
editor

Falcon football player Michael
Calcagno entered a plea of not
guilty to three charges of rape at
his Tuesday arraignment.
Calcagno also was released on
his recognizance without a bond
set.
Calcagno's attorney John J.
Callahan said although the charges traditionally involve a high
cash bond, because Calcagno was
currently taking classes at the
University, but had attended all
hearings necessary, he could be
trusted to be released on his own
recognizance.
Judge Donald DeCessna said
he agreed with Callahan, but
stressed the severity of the
crime the defendant was charged
with, and that this was an exception to normal proceedure.
"This is a little unusual for this
type of case," he said.
In an indictment involving a
felony, in particular a rape case,
a high cash bond is usually set.
Calcagno was charged with
rape, a first degree felony, sexual battery, a third degree felony, and gross sexual impostion, a
fourth degree felony, by a Wood
County Grand Jury July 1.

Callahan also presented his
motion to dismiss the indictments because of alleged misconduct on the part of the prosecution.
Callahan said that Wood
County Assistant Prosecutor
Gary Bishop unduly influenced
the current grand jury into handing down an indictment because
he was unsatisfied with the previous grand jury's decision about
the case.
Grand juries are selected and
meet twice a month for three
months, then are dismissed and
the process begins again.
The previous grand jury did
not decide on an Indictment
against Calcagno. Bishop then represented the case to the current
grand jury - which did hand one
down. T. Hamilton Noll, Calcagno's former attorney, said at his
testimony that during grand jury
hearings, Bishop was asked to
come into the room where the
current grand jury was deliberating.
Bishop said this was a part of
normal proceedure for a grand
jury to ask for definitions of legal
terminology ~ as was the case
this time.
Bishop also questioned the relevance of the testimony to the
current indictment.

The Bowling Green State University Faculty Association
formed this summer because
"the faculty was feeling unempowered and disenfranchised,"
said Ellen Williams, an associate
professor of special education
and a member of BGSU FA.
Recent state-wide and university budget cuts have highlighted
that unempowered feeling. Williams said that while she expected the cuts, she does not view the
cuts to higher education as being
a very equitable kind of cut.
"I feel higher education took
more than its fair share," Williams said.
Currently, the BGSU FA is in
the process of taking certain
steps to be recognized as a collective bargaining unit. Ron
Stoner, a physics and astronomy
professor, as well as the chairman of BGSU FA's steering
committee, said the collective
bargaining law provides much
protection against such budget
cuts as the ones now being experienced by the University.
"Benefits and pay have more
securtiy [under the collective
bargaining law]," said Stoner.
"We would also have more of an
indirect influence on policy decisions" he added.
Martha Rogers, an associate
professor in the marketing de-

"On behalf of trie BGSU administraion, Olscamp has lobbied
and worked with other university presidents to dissuade
cuts. But I wonder why we are the only state-assisted
university who hasn't had an increase."
Ellen Williams, BGSU FA member

partment and another member of
BGSU FA, agrees with Stoner on
the stability provided by the collective bargaining law.
"At this point, the faculty at
BGSU are the lowest paid faculty
among the sister institutions in
Ohio," Rogers said, referring to
the other state-assisted colleges
and universities in Ohio.
Williams said the morale of the
faculty is low. In addition to being the lowest paid of the sister
universities, Williams said the
faculty has not received a cost of
living increase in two years or
any access to merit, and has indirectly suffered a decrease in
pay due to now having to pay part
of their insurance.
Williams said that though she
realizes the cuts were in some
manner unavoidable, she does
question them.
"I question where fault lies d from the inequitable cuts from
Voinovich's office to the University. On behalf of the BGSU administraion, Olscamp has lobbied
and worked with other university
presidents to dissuade cuts. But I
wonder why we are the only

state-assisted university who
hasn't had an increase," Williams
said.
Rogers said that the collective
bargaining law will help maintain
the "best teaching, strongest
research, as well as faculty who
are actively involved in the campus and able to compete nationally and internationally."
Stoner said the association
hopes to become part of a statewide political force in legislature.
In addition, Stoner said the
BGSU FA wants to have some
sort of influence, direct or indirect, on the University's budget.
"We want to find out where
there is fat and convert that fat
into pay and benef its,"he said.
Rogers believes there is a solution to the present budget cut situation.
"Careful choices need to be
made concerning money that are
in the long-run interested in
BGSU," she said. "Every semester that the present situation conSee Budget, page four.
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The high-priced dream
of a college education
The state of Ohio has approved a 9
percent tuition cap for statesupported colleges and universities.
This means that tuition at the University for the upcoming academic year
for on-campus students will be $6,234.
The University expects to lose about $6
million this fiscal year.
Why?
Because Gov. George Voinovich
ordered $170.2 million cut from higher
education funding to balance the state's
budget After all, states are required by
law to have balanced budgets.
However necessary a balanced budget is, though, is it necessary to balance
Ohio's budget on the backs of students?
Are there no other programs in the
state that could be cut without affecting
so many people? Are there no taxes that

could be raised, if only by one percent
for one year?
And what every student is wondering
(or at least they should be wondering)
is: What does this say about the priority
(or lack thereof) of higher education?
Education is already unaffordable to
many people -- people who dream of
getting an education. Some of these
people work two and three jobs and
take any available loans they can
scrounge up in order to make it
through.
Others take as long as eight years to
get through, going part-time and working 40 to SO hours a week.
Now, the University is allowed to
raise tuition by 9 percent, instead of
seven.

Bush to fall on his tush
President will face tough times nearing the election
John Bernard
Guest Columnist
This morning as I read the
New York Times' account
of the anti-American demonstrations In Panama, I couldn't
help but wonder what else could
possibly go wrong for the leader
whose public approval ratings
once approached 85 percent.
Unlike the fabled king Midas
whose mere touch turned objects
to gold, all of Mr. Bush's recent
endeavors seem to have resulted
in political faux pas which
quickly degenerated into public
relations catastrophes.
Just the other day one U.S. serviceman was killed and one seriously wounded because Mr. Bush
decided to stop off in Panama before heading on to the environmental summit in Rio de Janeiro.
As Bush was preparing to deliver
a speech commemorating the
U.S. invasion of Panama and the
illegal kidnapping of its leader,
Manuel Noriega, the president
had to be whisked away by the
Secret Service because tear gas
had drifted toward the platform
from which he was to speak. Undaunted by the outpouring of anti-American sentiment, the unflappable Mr. Bush retreated to
the relative safety of a nearby
U.S. air base where he delivered
his speech on the virtues of Panamanian democracy to an audience consisting entirely of Americans.
Recently the media have focused on the Bush Administration's refusal to be a signatory to
several treaties proposed in the
summit on the environment. The
U.S. Is the only country refusing
to sign the biodiversity treaty, an
agreement which seeks to
protect the further decimation of

endangered species in their natural habitats. Apparently this
was just too controversial an issue for the leader who once billed
himself as the "environmental
president."
Though our esteemed president has never been one to become too well acquainted with
reality, eventually he does seem

"Unlike the tabled king Midas
whose mere touch turned
objects to gold, an of Mr.
Bush's recent endeavors
seem to have resulted in
pofitical faux pas which
quickly degenerated into
public relations
catastrophes."

to come around. For instance, it
only took Bush one year to publicly admit that the U.S. economy
was mired in a deep recession.
To demonstrate his concern
and stimulate consumer activity,
Mr. Bush visited a J.C. Penney's
store where he purchased
several pairs of socks. This public relations event appears to
have had a minimal effect on the
economy. Ever the optimist, at a
recent news conference Bush
confidently declared: "Things
are turning around...the American people haven't felt It [yet]."
Government statistics released
the next day indicated that the
jobless rate had climbed to 7.5
percent - the highest rate In
nearly eight years. Housing
starts were down 17 percent
(Blade June 6,1992) - yet things
are "turning around."
Less than a year ago Americans witnessed the humiliating
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An old idea that may be
getting better and better
Student housing cooperatives offer a choice in housing
Buildings falling apart. Fire
hazards. Rickety stairs. Faulty
electrical connections. Lack of or
no heat. High rent and little or no
return of security deposits.
No, this isn't the slums, it's
happening here now, in our own
Bowling Green.
While many students are dealing with these problems, local
slumlords are buying swimming
pools and Jacuzzis with the
profits made from tenants.
Usually students will tell
themselves, "It's just part of being a student," or "I can't afford
anything else." Sometimes they
will take legal action against
their landlords. This can be
costly, however, and the minute
the case is closed, the landlords
are off making profits from their
other student slums. There
doesn't seem to be a good solution to the problem anywhere.
There Is another option,
however: the student housing cooperative. Cooperatives are an
old idea that are currently experiencing a new birth in college
towns across the country.
Student housing cooperatives
are student-run, non-profit alternative housing for students. Each
member (tenant) has an equal
voice in the operations of the
house, and the housing cooperative is not run for the profit of
a landlord. In short, a student
housing cooperative, or coop, is
a non-profit, democratically controlled business.
This past weekend, I visited a
friend in Athens, Ohio, and had
the opportunity to observe a coop in action. At Ecclesia House,
decisions impacting the house
are discussed at weekly meetings
(for Instance, recycling policies,
meal policies, budgets, and the
distribution of house chores).

spectacle of our president upchucking in the lap of the
Japanese prime minister during
a state dinner. As if that wasn't
bad enough, Mr. Bush's traveling
companions - three egotistical,
ill-mannered, uninformed, overpaid, culturally ignorant auto executives - demanded that the
Japanese give preferential
treatment to their Inferior automotive products in the Japanese
market. Thus the Bush Administration which publicly claims to
support unmanaged trade paradoxically appeared to be arranging managed trade agreements
with the Japanese.
At the beginning of 1991,
George Bush led coalition forces
to a decisive victory over evil incarnate in the person of Saddam
Hussein. The American public
blindly accepted Bush's glib explanation that armed conflict was
the only alternative to an unforseen, politically unresolvable,
and therefore inevitable crisis.
The conflict was short, American casualties were relatively
low, and Bush's popularity ratings soared to unprecedented
heights. Recently released
documents however, reveal that
both presidents Reagan and Bush
were instrumental in obtaining
loans and military technology for
Rent is paid to NASCO (North
Saddam Hussein, a policy which
not only armed and equipped his American Students of Coopmilitary, but also encouraged his eration), which is a non-profit
aggressive behavior toward Ku- holding company that purchased
wait (U.S. News May 18,1992).
The only plausible explanation
for the stream of political blunders committed by Bush over the
last several years is that the
Democrats have managed to infiltrate the White House. There
must be one or more people Theresa DeFranco
within Bush's inner circle.
Guest Columnist
At least that's what Bush will
claim come election time.
John Bernard is a graduate
student at the University.
Y yhile home In Columbus for
the Fourth of July
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Martha P. Larson

the house.
Co-op members are charged
only for the cost of running the
cooperative, plus a small membership fee to NASCO. Co-op
charges are generally between
five and fifteen percent below
what one would pay in rent for
comparable housing - and,
members are not paying for their
landlord's new motorboat. The
membership fee is placed in an
expansion fund so that NASCO
can purchase other properties to
be made into coops. Ecclesia
House members are currently
working on a buy-back plan with
NASCO, so that coop members
will eventually own the house.
As in other cooperatives, the
"security deposit" of Ecclesia
House members is their shares in
the coop. Thus, members actually own a portion of the coop for
the amount of time they are living there. The amount of shares a
member purchases is comparable to the cost of one month's
charges. When a member leaves
the coop, her or his shares are
sold back to NASCO so that the
next person who moves in may
buy them; the cost of the shares
is then returned to the departing
member.
Members of a coop also decide
the meal program of the house.
At Ecclesia House, one cabinet is
coop food, consisting of staples
such as rice, pasta, lentils, beans,
coffee, milk, and Kool-Aid. The
cost of this food is shared. By

purchasing in bulk, Ecclesia
House provides savings for its
members. However, members
are responsible for purchasing
the foods of their own particular
tastes. Other co-ops have
different meal programs, ranging from complete community
sharing of food to individuals being responsible for all of their
own food.
Ultimately, the members of
each particular house determine
all the logistics of meal programs
by way of the democratic process.
Other decisions of importance
are made at the weekly meetings,
regarding repairs, renovations,
or investments. For instance, Ecclesia House recently decided to
build an indoor hanging bike rack
for its members. Only those
members who expected to use
the bike rack ended up paying for
it.
What I saw at Ecclesia House
was a dynamic, democratic, open
community. All the coop members agreed that this was definitely the best living arrangement they had ever had. I heard
such comments as "I know I'm
not being ripped off by a landlord" and "Problems between coop members are resolved before
they become problems."
As you probably know, there
are no student housing coops in
Bowling Green at present.
However, if you are interested in
starting one, simply contact NASCO at: PO Box 7715, Ann Arbor,
MI 48107; or call them at (313)
663-0889. NASCO and its sister
organization, the Campus Cooperative Development Corporation (CCDC) are eager to work
with students to develop coops.
They will help you with lender
and seller negotiations, market
analyses, feasibility analyses, financial projections, etc A student housing cooperative is an
excellent way to put the principles of democracy into action.
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ballpark to watch the Columbus
Clippers. I had not been out to
Cooper Stadium since I was a
little girl.
Then, I was always more
interested in eating all the snacks
at the ballpark than watching the
game. I still ate a hot dog,
peanuts. Cracker jacks and an ice
cream cone, but this time I was a
"real" fan too!
I cheered and booed with the
crowd, yelled "charge" each time
after the music and sang "Take

Me Out To the Ballgame" with
my dad.
Being at the ballpark really

with their moms and dads, I
thought about how lucky they
were to be so carefree.
I realized when I went to buy
an ice cream cone that I had
from being called
I realized when I went to buy graduated
"hon" or "little one" to the
an ice cream cone that I had dreaded "ma'am."
At times I wish I were a kid
graduated from being called again.
"hon" or "little one" to the
How is it that when we are
young we keep wishing we are
dreaded "ma'am."
older?
Each stage of our Ufe provides
something new to treasure.
Being young - or old - is all in
made it seem like summertime. the soul. Things inevitably
Times like this one always make change as we grow older, as we
me feel somewhat nostalgic. I win some games and lose others.
felt like a Uttle kid again, at the
The ballpark, though, always
ballpark for one of the first will remain the same, allowing us
times.
to come back to childhood for
As I watched all the little kids just awhile.
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Truth is often distorted
A lack of information can give birth to rumors
Jack Zibluk

Guest Columnist
I 3 idja hear ...
... That Paul Olscamp
charged limo service from
Winnipeg to Chicago to his
expense account while on
sabbatical?
... That he also charged fax
paper and firewood?
... That he flew in a troupe of
transvestites who sang the
Ramones' "I Wanna Be Sedated"
while he masqueraded as "The
Little Mermaid?"
Didja hear...
... That the second summer
session has been canceled?
... That the entire history
department has been laid off and
replaced by repeated showings
of the "Back to the Future"
movies?
... That the School of Mass
Communication will be merged
with the departments of
philosophy and psychology to
from the School of Mass
Confusion?
Well, didja?
As you've probably heard,
nature abhors a vacuum. And a
big one's sucked up BG in the last
few months - an information

page three
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vacuum. Between what we know
about the pending budget cuts
and what we want to know,
there's more emptiness than
there is in all of the presidential
campaign TV commercials from
1968 to 1992 combined. Both
parties.
Vacuums tend to get filled and
in this case it's being filled by
...Sssshhh... don't let this get
around, it's unofficial but I got a
note from a friend who's been
dating the guy who goes drinking
with the woman who cleans Paul
Olscamp's swimming pool. And
she says, and don't repeat this or
if you do, don't say where you've
heard it, I'll deny it ... that
nothing's been decided yet.
I'm pretty sure that's about the
only thing we can be sure of. I
heard the big guy say it last
month. Really. Until all the
figures from the state are in, we
can't be sure just what kind of
cuts we're facing.
So until that time, we'll have to
make do with the information we
have, which goes something like
this: we're facing as much as a 10
or possibly IS percent total cut in
the BGSU budget. Since the bulk
of the money is committed by
contract to cover payroll and
benefits, the money has to come
from ... nobody knows. Or rather,
those who do know aren't making

any commitments.
They can't, it's true. Until the
final figures are in and Gov.
George and the legislature have a
go at blaming each other for a
few weeks, we won't know
exactly how much we'll lose. Of
course, it'll be the other guy's
fault.
One thing's for sure, the
proposed golden shower, um, I
mean golden handshake (i.e. the
proposed early retirement
program) won't take up the slack.
I thought we already had one. Or
maybe that older professor I
work with who comes in every
other semester is just using up
his accumulated back vacation
pay.
The inadequacy of the official
response and the finger pointing
- the don't look at my mutant
slime-mold incubator bill until
we look at your conference calls
to Zimbabwe attitude -- has led us
to look at our most fertile source
of information: the rumor mill,
which, like this year's
Democratic presidential primary
campaign, thrives in a vacuum.
No one's at fault really. None of
the options are acceptable and no
one wants to make those tough
decisions until we know exactly
where we stand but that leaves a
lot of room for speculation.

FlatLife

Chris Mead

Letters^
Genetic sexuality misconstrued:
The News:
I disagree with Martha P. Larson's point in her article about
heterosexism (July 8, 1992) that
"homosexuality is not a choice.
One's sexuality is something one
is bom with, like one's race or
gender." I disagree with it for
two reasons.
First, the belief that homosexuality is biologically determined
could be dangerous. For example, the researcher who found a
possible correlation between a
smaller hypothalamus gland and
male homosexual activity could
see his data used in our homophobic world to "correct" boys in
utero.
Secondly and more importantly, the belief that sexuality is
given, not something you can
discover or create encourages
passivity and acceptance of the
institution of heterosexuality and
all it entails (like heterosexism
and homophobia) as the unquestionable norm.
Taking responsibility for sexuality means questioning which

For example, you may decide
that a homosexual relationship is
the only relationship with two
truly equal partners, decide you
want an equal relationship, and
then decide to become a homosexual.
Or not, for reasons you consider good. The end result is not
as important as the process of
taking responsibility for sexuality, of questioning the institution
of heterosexuality, and opening
yourself up to the possibility of
being/becoming a homosexual.
Angela Burt
freshman
Biology
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ATTENTION ALL
STUDENTS!
Could you use a flexible high paying job or
just some extra cash?
If so,
we could use your help. Colossal Marketing
Co. sends out thousands of brochures for
our diet products weekly. Now due to a
drastic increase in sales our present staff is
simply unable to keep up with the work
demand. Therefore, we are looking to hire
employees interested in working at home to
earn $200 P/T - $600 F/T. As an employee
we will ship you a large package containing
our diet brochures, envelopes, and our peel
and stick mailing labels with our customers
names printed on them. Your job will be to
fold these brochures, insert them into the
envelopes, apply labels, and drop them into
the mail for payment.
NO STRINGS
ATTACHED! You will not be required to
open your own company, place any
newspaper advertisements, or do any
private selling. This is a real job that will
not affect your school work and will allow
you to make some extra cash. If you think
you might be interested, for an application,
call Colossal Marketing Co. l-(908)-2692765 9 am - 5 pm (Eastern Standard
Time) M - F.
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The BG News editorial page is your
campus forum.
The editorial page regularly features
columnists who write on a variety of
topics, from serious political issues to
humorous anecdotes and cynicisms.
You don't have to be a journalism
major or even a student to write a column. The News encourages and welcomes any and all guest columnists.
Letters to the editor should be a
maximum of 200-300 words in length
and should be double-spaced, and
signed. Address or on-campus mailbox number along with your telephone
number for varification, must be included.
The News reserves the right to reject any material that is offensive, malicious or libelous. All submissions are
subject to condensation.
Please address all submissions to:

values and practices of the institution of heterosexuality you
wish to participate in (if any).
If you take responsibility for
your own sexuality, you must
open yourself up to the possibility that you may decide not to
participate in the institution of
heterosexuality.
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
over 500 units with SUPER locations

9 and 12 Month Leases Available
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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Bookstore
Across from Harshman
•New and Used Texts
•Supplies
•Backpacks
•T-Shirts
Regular Hours
Monday - Friday
9:00 - 5:30

353-2252
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Director, actors
plan production
of 'South Pacific'
Over 60 cast members practice for
musical's opening this weekend
by Heather McQulller
staff writer
For the first time ever, "South
Pacific" will be featured as Bowling Green's summer musical.
Under the direction of F.
Eugene Dybdahl, the director of
opera activities at the University, the opening night of "South
Pacific" will take place this Friday evening at 8 p.m.
"Things are going smoothly,"
Dybdahl said. "We have so many
good and experienced performers."
The cast of about 60 people has
been rehearsing diligently for
the past five weeks.
Dybdahl would say that perhaps the most memorable time
during the preparation for performance would be the tornado
on Sunday night that stopped
rehearsal. "We don't necessarily
want anything to be too memorable because that means that
something went wrong," he said.
"We usually have more rehearsal time," Dybdahl said. "Since
we had two productions this
summer, the show hasn't had
time to get stale. People will be at
their peak on opening night."
Dybdahl says that unlike most
summer musicals "South Pacific" will not be repeated in the
fall. People who don't see the
show this summer won't have the

opportunity to see it at a later
date.
Performers possessing starring roles include Andreas Poulimenos of the University's music faculty, Kathryn Stieler, a
graduate voice student, Jonathan
Jenz, a senior music education
major and Christine Rohrs of
Maumee, a freshman from Wheaton College.
Dybdahl also gives a lot of recognition to the people behind the
scenes: Deborah Tell, the production's choreographer, Keith
Hofacker, the set and lighting
designer who makes the snow
"attractive visually", Peter
Herman who is in charge of costumes and stage manager Karen
Landrus.
"I think it's going to be a wonderful production," Dybdahl
said.
Curtain time is 8 p.m. on July
17, 18, 24 and 25 and 3 p.m. on
July 19. All performances will
take place in Kobacker Hall of
the Moore Musical Arts Center.
Tickets for "South Pacific" are
on sale at the Moore Musical Arts
Center box office between noon
and 6 p.m. weekdays or can be
reserved by calling 372-8171.
Ticket prices are $6, $8 and $10
with special discounts for senior
citizens, students and children
under 12.

Buy 1 Footlong Sub, Get 1
6 inch Sub free with a purchase
of medium soft drink
6 inch sub must be of equal or lesser value
expires 7/21/92

WOODLAND MALL Subway only

♦SUBWAY"
Woodland Mall
353-0204

i

Opera Director for the college of Musical Arts, Eugene Dybdahl
directs a rehersal for the upcoming musical, Rodgers and Hammcrstcin's 'South Pacific' at the Woodland Mall on Saturday.

Budget
Continued from page one.

tinues, it costs us with faculty
and students."
Rogers believes the faculty is
not apathetic, though.
"It would be very easy, being
disregarded as professionals, to
leave, to stop caring. There is
still a sign of life. The University
is people, most centrally, the
faculty and the students."
Rogers does foresee changes in
the near future, however.
"Things definitely are going to
change and that's reality," she
said.

• THESES
• DISSERTATIONS
• RESUMES
' WORD PROCESSING
• LASER QUALITY
PRINTOUTS

Shows are scheduled for July 17,18,24 and 25 at 8 p.m. and the July
19 at 3 p.m.

Tornadoes ravage Ohio
by The Associated Press

A fusillade of storms spun tornadoes, unloaded up to 8 inches
of rain and left a trail of damage
Monday from Nebraska to
western New York state. One
person was killed in Iowa when a
steel tower crashed.
The 425-foot tower toppled in a
thunderstorm in Cedar Rapids,
pinning two men inside a plant
that makes gym equipment,
police said. The survivor was
rescued after nearly an hour.
In northwest Ohio late Sunday,
a man survived being struck by
lightning in Toledo, a tornado
blew the roof off a high school in
nearby Whitehouse and a semitrailer tractor was blown over a
minivan near Bowling Green, in-

juring five people.
Hundreds of homes were reported damaged by storms that
began sweeping through the
northern half of Ohio on Sunday
night, said American Red Cross
spokeswoman Fran Compton.
More storms were building
over the state Monday afternoon.
The National Weather Service
said at least 10 tornadoes were
sighted in Ohio by midday and
more were reported Monday
night.
Thunderstorms grounded airplanes at Chicago's O'Hare International Airport for near
three hours Monday night, said
Lisa Howard, a spokeswoman for
the city Department of Aviation.
A record 5.1 inches of rain fell
on Ohio's Franklin County within
six hours Monday, breaking a
13-year-old record of 4.8 inches.

About 50,000 electricity customers in the Columbus area lost
power overnight, but it was
restored to most Monday.
Dozens of roads were flooded,
including some major highways
through Columbus. Although
floodwaters receded in the state
capital, water levels were rising
elsewhere.
In Logan County in westcentral Ohio, some Lakeview residents were rescued by boat, and
two bridges were washed out, authorities said. In southeast Ohio,
residents were forced to leave
flooded trailer parks in Murray
City, said Mayor Sharon Koon.
In western Ohio, residents of
about 250 homes in Sidney near
the Great Miami River were evacuated because of high water,
said Fire Chief Stan Crosley.
More rain was expected.

The Document Mall
Quality Business Support
Services
4201 N. Main St.
Findlay, OH

NO OUT OF POCKET EXPENSE
OUR OFFICE POLICY

(419)423-0259
Over 10 years Technical Editing
Experience

IF YOU HAVE QUALIFYING HEALTH INSURANCE
THAT COVERS CHIROPRACTIC CARE, WE WILL AC
CEPT WHATEVER YOUR PLAN PAYS AS PAYMENT
IN FULL. YOU DON'T EVEN HAVE TO PAY YOUR
DEDUCTIBLE OR CO-PAYMENT BECAUSE WE ARE
WILLING TO ASSUME THEM. THIS MEANS TREATMENT WON'T COST YOU ANYTHING OUT OF YOUR
POCKET.

WELCOME
FRESHMEN!

AFFORDABLE CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC

1072 N. MAIN

Student Services Building

2 Blk N. ol Poe

354-6166

University Bookstore

Dr. K. Marklond DC. •

A. Neuman

(In The Student Services Building)
Conveniently Located On Campus!

Used and New Textbooks
Large Selections of BGSCI Clothing
•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
• BESTSELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•COMPUTER SOFTWARE & SUPPLIES
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

[££|C 3S^I

Store Hours:
Pre-Registration Hours:

Phone:372-2851

•BGSU CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS
7:30-5:00 Mon.-Thurs.
7:30-11:30 Fri.
CLOSED SAT.
7:30-5:00 Mon-Thurs.
7:30-1:00 Frl.

Rent Now For Fall 1992
Columbia
Court
Apts.

Ridge
Manor
Apts.

BG's Newest Apartment
Complex
Close To B.G.S.U.

519 Ridge Street
2 Bedroom, Furnished
Townhouses
Close to Campus

Hurry Only A Few Left!!!!
Call Us At 352-0717 For More Information.

Greenbriar Inc., Mgr.
Summer Rates Available
Come See Our Listings For Other Locations.
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The New Pepsi Generation

is not a concern
by Heather McQuiller
staff writer

state.

The solution has arrived for
any Ohioans concerned with
damage to their home following
an earthquake - although it may
not be necessary.
According to the Ohio Insurance Institute (Oil), Ohioans can
purchase an endorsement to
make sure their home is protected in case of an earthquake.
Most homeowners insurance policies would not regularly cover
the damage.
"The endorsement would cover
any damage including damage in
the foundation, cracks and structural damage," said Mitchell Wilson, director of public information and education of Oil.
Wilson said awareness should
be heightened by disasters such
as those in California. The Oil
uses the opportunity to stress to
people they have no coverage for
damage in the case of an earthquake.
"We let the consumer decide
whether or not they want to take
the risk," he said.
Since the late 1700's, 120
earthquakes have occurred in
Ohio, most of them causing more
tremors in the western and
northeastern portions of the

According to Glen Frey,
professor of meteorology,
Ohioans should be more concerned with the sun burning out
or the basement flooding.
"We have maybe one insignificant earthquake per year," Frey
said.
Frey said any earthquakes in
Bowling Green are very low on
the Richter scale.
A Richter scale is a gauge of
the energy released by an earthquake. The magnitude can range
from two - the smallest shock
usually felt by humans - to eight
- a severely damaging earthquake.
"Most people can't tell the difference between the earthquake
and a passing truck," Frey said.
"No one even knew we had an
earthquake last summer until it
was on the news," he added.
According to Frey, earthquake
insurance is unnecessary. "Wind
is more likely to cause damage.
The chances of damage from an
earthquake are about one in a
million," he said.
Those interested in finding out
more about earthquake insurance should contact their insurance agent or their company representative with the Oil at (614)
228-1593.
Second grader Sarah Tactic from Conneaul Elementary School
wins first place for pulling nine Pepsi cans in the Big Wheel Trac-

Tornado
Continued from page one.

Although cleanup procedures
are well under way, they are nowhere near being complete.
"They're working toward it,"
Brichtasaid. "It's not systematic,
like you would clean up after a
windstorm. You see people looking at something that may cause
them to recall something sentimental. People realize that these
are souvenirs and mementos of

their lives that have been destroyed forever."
Although it may seem like the
destructive forces of nature have Continued from page one.
ceased, the National Weather
Service has predicted possible easy way out. Tough times call
for tough decisions by our legissevere storms through the week.
latures and they are only making
"There were no injuries. We it more difficult for those of us
were lucky," Brichta said. "We'- who desire higher education,"
re hoping we get through (this Paulitsch said.
week) without further incident."

Thc BC NcwtfTcnw Thomif
tor Pull, Thursday at the City Park of Bowling Green. 'It was fun
and I would like to do It again next year,' she said.

Tuition—

"Education should be
highest priority," he said.

Of

Wash -ii-Cut
now

dt M

only #0
with this coupon
Walk-ins Welcome

The Associated Press and The
News staff members Chris Michaelis and Tonya Peters contributed to this report.

WINTHROP
TERRACE
APTS

Hair Fashions
124 W. Wooster
352-2611

400 Napoleon Rd.

Keep your tank full
use our campus shuttle
(residents only)
* 3 locations
■A-1 & 2 bedrooms
* furnished & unfurnished

CALL 352-9135

LATE NIGHT BITES.
Attention Freshman!

$

SPACE SAVERS
INC.

Subway's got the best tasting subs under the stars All your favorite
meats piled high on fresh baked bread — topped with free dxin's.
Want a late night bite' Make it Subway tonight.

MAXIMIZE ALL YOUR LIVING SPACE

828 South Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
354-2608
Offer valid at this location only after 5:00 p.m.

July 17th - Friday

The Rivermen

«SUBWflY*

July 18th-Saturday

BUY ONE REGULAR F00TL0NG SUB,
GET ONE OF EQUAL VALUE FOR 99<*
828 South Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio
354-2608
Offer valid at this location only after 5KX) p.m.

Wild Weeds
19 & over

«SUBWrVr~*

Our Lofts Meet University Approved Specifications
Kire Kclardent Sofabeds - Refrigerators
for 92-93 school year
Limited supply, so call today.
Fall Sifrn-ups In Process

J.T's Carryout 352-5475

L

'Second footlong sub must be of equal or lesser price
Limit One coupon per customer per visit
Not good in combination with any other offer.
Offer expires 8/31/92

.
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Kult, Cud and gimmick games
Cud
Asquarius
A&M Records
This quartet from Leeds, England, formed in 1987 as a sideline
to academic pursuits at Leeds Polytechnic, where the members
were art students, plays a unique
brand of pop-flavored rock.
Comprised of Carl Puttnam (vocals), Mike Dunphy
(guitar/keyboards), William Potter (bass) and Steve Goodwin
(drums, of course), Cud is

.MUSIQ
/REVIEW

y

by Scott DeKatch
editorial contributor

well-known for it's live performances. Reported to be "jammed
with energy and space cadets,"
their live shows are reminiscent
of a long ago and far away time
when constant touring - not
videos - was the determining factor in a band's success. And, although their first tour vehicle
was a van originally used as a
chicken roost, Cud has expanded
their horizons a bit since then.
The easiest way to describe
Cud's sound is to imagine a cross

Chewin'and Mooln': Cud (l-r Steve goodwin, Mike Dunphy, William Potter, Carl Puttnam).

between the sultry, Las Vegas
stylings of Tom "Peg Bundy
Magnet" Jones and the somewhat
obscure, yet somewhat solid rock
stylings of the Talking Heads.
Or, just maybe, imagine the
Smiths going on the road with
Glen Danzig.
Although this hybrid may seem
uncomfortable, Asquarius is an
amusing album. Boasting songs
with titles like "Rich and
Strange," "Through the Roof,"
"Possession," "Pink Flamingo,"
"Magic Alex" and "Easy," Asquarius is an enjoyable English
romp through a glitzy - and
somewhat demented - musical
wonderland.
Cud is a band that has gone
from a successful independent
career to a major label in four
years (they signed with A&M in
1991). They are funny and they
create some good music, even if
they are a tad bit gimmicky.

My Lire with the Thrill Kill Kult.
CHAOS ByBnanShuSte

My Life With the Thrill Kill
Kult
Sexplosion!
Interscope Records
This band (and I use the term
loosely) was tormed in Chicago
in 1987 as a film project when
singer Groovie Mann met keyboardist/producer Buzz McCoy
and they realized they had a
common interest in sound and vision. A full band (bass, keys,
backing vocalists and a drum
machine) was put together and
the Kult hit the road.
Too bad they didn't careen off
the side of it.

TRAVEL
SMART!

C IIOOSI I ROI>l TWO
LOVELY
APARTMENTS CLOSE
TO CITY I» ARK

FROM NEW YORK
One Way
Roundtrip

PARIS

$249

As she gazed into the mirror, Sally realized that the kids
at school weren't teasing
she was. indeed, a :ow.

$498

LONDON

Twelve month leases at 131 Clay Street only
$330 per month.

NEWL<p5
lU-iilnl^ :j-

NEED AN EFFICIENCY APARTMENT WITH
FREE UTILITIES?

328 S. Main
Our Only
Office

$260 per month gets you a
SPACIOUS PLACE
in a

352-5620

GREAT LOCATION
near downtown.

Summer Fun Summer Fun Summer Fun Summer Fun Summer Fun

$255

$499

\v/e\cor°e

TOKYO

$759

COSTA RICA

$259

$498

G

CARACAS

$255

$490

PARENTS

ISTANBUL

$399

$775

Scheduled sir
Eurail passes
ftefundablefthjngeable tickets
Worldwide destinations
Add-on flights from most cities
Weekend surcharges may aopty.
Customs-Immigration taxes apply.
Fares subject to change
without notice.

RISM TRAVEL
800-272-9676
212-986-8420

34? Madison Ave, NY. NV 10173

Tonight's film:

GOING
CAMPING?

IMPACT
Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Universtiy Hall
8:00 pm
Free! Air Conditioned!
Sponsored by: GDffl©

Next Week:
"Home Alone"
Outside in the
Courtyard of Moore
Musical Arts. Be sure
to bring a blanket!

I
Ann Arbor Street Foi
July 24rh $4.00
* Cedar Point
Sor. July25rh $14.00
(Cedar Point
reservations for
DG5U students,
faculty and staff)

Today
at \OOII!

FREE
POPSICEES!

Behind the
Summer Events
OfTCampus
Sponsored by:
Student Center,
Moscl Hal1
(Effl®, Multicultural Activities
y
and Programs,
Residential Services,
and World Student
Association.

For more information obout an

event, Coll ODffl® ot 372-2343,

RESERVE

Assorted DG5U Shirts etc..
"Also carrying DG5U Jackets, Hats,
Notepads, Pencils, Mugs, Tumblers, I.D. Holders,
CK.DK. Covers, Datebooks. Candy Jars, etc..

Collegiate Connection
(formerly Jeons -N- Things)
352-8333
531 Ridge, Across from Moc West

OFFICERS'

TRAINING

CORPS

UAO rents
tents,
back packs,
and more!
UAO also sells
CEDAR POINT
Discount
Tickets-

Si 8.75
Next Week:
Monday:
Monday Musicians
11:30 am, Union Oval
Tuesday:
Tye Dye
11am-3pm, Union Oval
* Bring your own
or buy ours!
Wednesday:
Cool Treats; noon
behind 0CSC
"Home Alone"
Outside, 9:30 pm

stop by our offico,
330 University Union.
M

p

r?~Re
STUDENTS

$889

Summer Fun Summer Fun Summer Fun Summer Fun Summer Fun

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUT IS IN CLASS.
Excitement and adventure is the course description, and Army ROTC is the name. It's the one college elective that builds your self confidence, develops your leadership potential and helps you lake on the challenges
of command.
There's no obligation until your junior year, so there's no reason not to try it out right now.
TAKE MILITARY SCIENCE 101 THIS SEMESTER
• 2 elective credit hours
• Interesting exciting training
• No obligation
• Several convenient sections to choose from

ARMY ROTC
THE SMA1TEST COLIEGI
COTISI TOD CAM TAKX

CONTACT ARMY ROTC • 372-2476 • 151 MEMORIAL HALL
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Larkin among baseball's elite Bird ready to join
by Steve Seasly
sports editor

With the baseball season half
over, a variety of great performances have been turned in
throughout the season. There
have also been a number of
disappointments and surprises.
Here are my thoughts on the
individual positions in both
leagues.
Beginning at first base, there
are numerous players who
have played splendidly. John
Kruk of Philadelphia possesses
a unique blend of power and
consistency with the bat as he
leads the major leagues in hitting with a .346 average and
has scored 52 runs. Cincinnati's Hal Morris is currently batting .320 and is improving with
each game. I believe Morris
will win the batting crown this
year. Oakland's Mike McGuire
is batting .262 and leads the
majors in home runs with 27
and has 67 runs batted in.
Other first basemen of mention
include Will Clark of San Francisco (.318 batting average)
and Kent Hrbek of Minnesota
(294).
Heading around the diamond
to second base, Roberto Alomar of Toronto is the best in
the game today. He is batting
.323 with 54 runs scored and 97
hits. However, this isn't even
the best part of his game. His
fielding is superb. The trade
that sent him and Joe Carter
from the Padres, to the Blue
Jays for Fred McGriff and
Tony Fernandez has turned out
to be excellent for both squads.
McGriff is batting .318 with 18

homers and Fernandez is batting .297. Other second basemen of interest are Delino DeShields of Montreal (.304) and
Chuck Knoblauch of Minnesota
(.303).
The premiere shortstop is
Barry Larkin of the Reds. He is
currently batting .287 after a
very slow start. He has the the
best glove in the game and is a
dangerous clutch hitter. He is
the glue to Cincy's success.
Fernandez of San Diego is a
distant threat to Larkin's supremacy of the position.
Third base is a surprise. If
the position was judged on the
higest paid player, Bobby BoniUa of the Mets would be the
obvious winner. However,
Gary Sheffield of the Padres is
the real All-Star. He is batting
.325 with 17 home runs and 60
runs batted in. The Padres will
be a real threat to the Reds and
Braves with a lineup that
boasts Sheffield, Fernandez,
Tony Gwynn, McGriff and catcher Benito Santiago.
The catcher position is a
weak one at best. Tom Pagnozzi
of St. Louis is batting .282 and
is the best defensive catcher in
both leagues. Darren Daulton
of Philadelphia (13 homers)
and Micky Tettleton of Detroit
are close behind.
Classifying the outfield as
one entire group, I will limit
my choices to six players. Carter of Toronto can do just about
anything that is asked of him.
He is batting .274 with 19 home
runs and 63 runs batted in. He
will win the American League
Most Valuable Player Award
this season.
Barry Bonds and Andy Van

Slyke of Pittsburgh give the Pirates one of the most potent,
athletic outfields in the game
today. Bonds has 15 home runs
and 52 runs scored in an injury-filled season He is the most
versatile player in the game
today. The only thing holding
him back is his arrogant attitude. Van Slyke is a gritty
competitor that can handle the
bat as well as dive for fly balls.
He is batting .341 and will win
the batting crown in the
national league if he stays
healthy.
Gwynn of San Diego is one of
the greatest hitters of all time.
I love to watch a pure hitter
like Gwynn deposit hits in all
directions of the baseball field.
His .326 batting average is
third in the league. What I like
most about Gwynn Is his passion for the game of baseball.
Roberto Kelly of New York is
a talent-laden outfielder who is
starting to blossom into a franchise player. He possesses
speed and power and his defensive abilities are first rate.
My last outfield selection is
Rueben Sierra of Texas. He is
batting .306 and is ready to
have a giant second half of the
season. He will be instrumental
as Texas hopes to catch Minnesota and Oakland in the
Western division of the American League.
Roger Clemens of Boston
and Tom Glavine of Atlanta are
two of the best pitchers in the
league this season. Clemens
possesses a 2.31 earned run
average with six complete
games and 120 strikeouts. Glavine is 13-3 on the season with
a 2.57 era and seven complete

WmWMWWWWWWB B
18 & Over Welcome
No cover 21 & over
Sunday through Thursday

- Kenny Reeves

Thursday July 16

- The Kind

Friday July 17

-Ton

Saturday July 18

- 100 Proof

Monday July 20

- Jonathon Barioe

WALTHAM, Mass. (AP) Dave
Gavitt never had a doubt that
Larry Bird would be in Barcelona
with the U.S. Olympic basketball
team.
"He's one of those special guys
who, I swear, could come out of a
wheelchair IS years from now
and run the pick and roll with
•Chier (Robert Parish) on the
early release to the basket," said
Gavitt, president of USA Basketball and senior executive vice
president of the Celtics. "He just
has that knack."
Bird also has a knack for overcoming back pain, which limited
him to only two of six games with
the Dream Team during the
Tournament of the Americas.
The Celtics' forward will fly to
Europe Saturday, said Ed
Lacerte, trainer for the Boston
Celtics and the U.S. team.
The United States plays its
first game July 26 against Angola.
"This is something that he really desperately wants to do and it
looks like he's on track to do it,"
Gavitt said.
Bird made a surprise appearance at the Celtics rookie-free
agent camp Monday, participated in drills and scrimmaged.
He left before talking with reporters and hurried off for a
physical therapy appointment.
The prospects also were good
for Utah guard John Stockton,
who also was questionable to play
in the Olympics because of a
fractured right fibula.
"The key words - not only with
Larry, but with Stockton, Patrick

The comeback of the year
could end up going to Don Mattingly of the Yankees. After a
couple of years of back problems and sub-par batting averages, Mattingly is batting .279
with 25 doubles and 53 runs
scored. I look for him to have a
big second half and regain the
form that made him a baseball
legend.
In closing, the most exciting
division race will be between
the Reds and the Braves.

Ewing, Clyde Drexler and everyone on the team - are to be very
cautious," Gavitt said. "Although
the players have not been playing
that way, the medical staff has,
and it certainly helped Larry."
Bird, who has been plagued by
various back problems the past
two seasons, recovered quickly
from his most recent problems
because he immediately stopped
playing after feeling pain in the
first game against Cuba, Lacerte
said.
"We caught it early on in Portland rather than let it build up to
where he would have required a
longer break," Lacerte said. "We
kind of nipped it in the bud."
Bird showed no signs of fatigue
on Monday.
"The first time he touched the
ball he shovel-passed off to (second-round draft choice Darren)
Morningstar for the easy basket
and Morningstar just said,
'Wow!'," Gavitt said.
Gavitt admitted that he worries about Bird's fragile condition but said the Celtics wouldn't
stand in the way of Bird's Olympic dreams in order to preserve
him for the next NBA season.
"From a team standpoint, we
always worry," he said. "The
medical people believe that the
summer and fall are not connected in any way. If Larry Bird,
after 13 years of dedication to the
Boston Celtics, hasn't earned the
right to play in the Olympics, if
that's his wish, then I'm missing
the train there somewhere.

ii 11 in in 11 ii 111
4" x 6" Big Shot
Color Prints ...
No Extra Charge!

Steve Seasly is the sports
editor for the News.
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Good Tymes 5
Every Wednesday

USA Dream Team

games.
The top closer in the game
today is Rob Dibble of Cim innati. After a slow beginning,
Dibble has 12 saves. Dennis
Eckersley of Oakland is leading the majors in saves with 30.
The best utility man in baseball is Bip Roberts of Cincinnati. He can play the outfield
positions as well as second and
third base. He is hitting .290
with 53 runs scored and 24 stolen bases.
Jim Leyland, manager of the
Pittsburgh Pirates, has done
the best job among managers
this season. The Pirates are
49-39 on the season and are
currently in first place in the
National League East.
The biggest disappointment
of the year has been Bonilla of
the Mets. After signing a huge
contract that made him the
highest paid player in the
game, Bonilla has cracked
under the pressure of the New
York fans. The Mets are 42-47
and in fourth place in the
National League East.

354-1559
FREE PARKING

248 N. Main Z

Y

N€ U5

Free Suntan Visit With
Hair Service With Ad By
September 15,1992

SENSATIONAL
SAVINGS!

Tuesday July 21

- Weeds from a
Perfect Garden
HAPPY HOURS 6-9 Everyday!

"Lowest Prices Guaranteed!"
Mens

153 E. Wooster
353-6264

Womens

m

Childrens
fj| I lush Puppies

Reebok

-

FLORSHEIM

V

Rockporf

4Kr„

SCFT^ws

adidas^M

IKBIEIS

LBIlKra

Reebok

Get August and May rent free
when signing a new lease for

dingo*

841 Eighth Street

TRETORN'

• 2 Bedrooms
•1 1/2 Baths

■■

*&■"*

"

.

K-SWISS
VAMMitnutMO*

4" x 6" Big Shot
Color Prints

«if,ij,i-nitiia
-Xd3SSQ»

BG Store Only - Some Doy Service

SHOE SENSATION

•Full Time Maintenance

R.E. Management
113 Railroad Street
352-9302

\as£

Reebok

'Furnished
*A/C Available

Offer only good with coupon
Expires 7/21/92
9 month lease only
Not valid w/any other offer

Rockporf

The Perfect Pair at the Perfect Price!
Mon-Sat 10-9
Sun 12-5

i

Woodland Mall
352-1530

mrsmsrm
COUPON

PersonokCheclcs
Accepted

i

SHOE SENSATION

$5.00 Off

i

ANY PURCHASE OF $35.00 OR MORE
Coupon not valid with
WOODLAND
Mon-Sol 10-9 I
ipon <or
anyolW coupon
.....
Sun 12-5 |
discount ol
MALL
352-1530 '

See us 'or avoiloble processing lime.
Good on 35mm C-41 process 4' x 6* color
prints only. COUPON MUST ACCOMPANY
ORDER. This coupon not volid with onv
other otter. 1 roll per coupon. 4" x 6"
print not available in I hour.
Expires 7/29/92

BGN

12

EXP.

24
EXP.
36
EXP.

5"
8"
11 99

YOUR ASSURANCE OF QUALITY

i BLUE
RIBBON PHOTO
FILM DEVELOPING • CAMERAS • VIDEO
157 N .Main, BG.
Open Mon.-Fti. 9-8; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 12-5

Ph. 353-4244

Mil I Ml II I II I II MM
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Parachutists experience Under new ownership,
exhilaration, confidence local bar gains business
they are not afraid of what they
are about to do.
"You would think the people
would be hesitant to jump," he
It has been called the ultimate explained. "But when they get up
high. Double Eagle Professional there, most of them just want to
Parachute Training Inc. gives take off."
people two chances to liven up a
summer day.
Owner Bernie Steinbaugh "You would think the people
offers static line and tandem
skydiving, each unique and chal- would be hesitant to jump.
lenging in its own right.
But when they get up there,
He has taken over 1,400 jumps
and is the only one in the area most of them just want to
certified to tandem jump.
take on."
Steinbaugh said he skydives
Bernie Steinbaugh,
for the sheer thrill of it, and
owner
doesn't find it a death-defying
experience.
"It's exhilarating," he said.
"It's a great confidence builFor a static line jump, a proder. People figure if they can spective skydiver takes a five to
jump out of a plane they can do six hour class on exiting the
anything," Steinbaugh said.
plane, steering the parachute,
Steinbaugh said several emergency situations and landdifferent types of people sign up ing.
for the skydiving lessons, and
Later that same day, the jumby Jim Goodman
staff writer

per is taken on a plane to 3,200
feet to jump, Steinbaugh said.
One end of a line 15 feet long is
attached to the plane and the
other is connected to the square
parachute. After exiting the
plane, the static line opens the
chute and breaks away. There is
a radio in the helmet of the diver
for the professionals to talk the
jumper down.
Another style of dive is the
tandem jump. In this type of
jump, two people are connected
to one parachute - usually a
professional and a novice.
The jumper is harnessed to the
professional in four places and
after a 15 to 20 minute training
session, the jumper is taken to
9,500 feet. The two free fall for
35 seconds and drop about a mile.
The professional skydiver
pulls the chute and the two steer
their way through a four and onehalf minute ride to the ground.
Double Eagle is located at the
Bordner Airport in Weston, Ohio.

New management hopes to improve Good Tymes Pub
by Christopher Michaelis
staff writer

Former employees Mike
Gatten and George Shilvwachter recently purchased, with a
little help from their parents.
The Good Tymes Pub at 153
E. Wooster.
Dick Thompson, the former
owner, handed over the deed
on June 1 to the two 21 yearolds.
Gatten, originally from Lorain, was a student this past
year at the University.
Business has already drastically improved since they assumed management, primarily
due to the restoration of the
18-and-over status that the bar

had lost last year under
Thompson's management. The
new owners welcome
underagers to frequent the bar
and to enjoy the atmosphere

Although a wide variety ol
music is played at Good
Tymes, we are not an
'alternative' bar.
Mike Garten, Good
Tymes co-owner
and the music, but they insist
that they will keep a watchful
eye out for illegal consumption.
With new ownership comes

new changes, and although the
name hasn't changed. Good
Tymes is currently hiring local
bands and barmaids.
"Although a wide variety of
music is played at Good
Tymes, we are not an 'alternative' bar." Gatten said. He also
promises that some internal
improvements will be made as
more money slowly comes in.
The band schedule for this
week is as follows: tonight Kenny Reeves; Thursday The Kind; Friday - Ton and
Saturday - 100 Proof. The
Rivermen will be performing
on Saturday the 25th. Happy
Hours are every night from six
to nine. There is no cover for
21 and over Sunday through
Thursday.

Classified
The BG News

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Get your day under way
with the smooth sounds of
BGsMIXon68 l FMWBGU
Weekday mornings 7:30-9 30am
Take the edge oil your day
with smooth jazz and fresh hits
on BG'S MIX on 88.1 FM W8GU
Thursday - Saturday 6-8pm

LAGA LAG* LAGA LAGA LAG*
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance will hold meetings this summer at 8:30 PM on Tuesdays in
the United Christian Fellowship Center (corner
of Ridge and Thurston). The meetings are free
and open to all homosexual, bisexual and supportive heterosexual members ol the community Discretion is used
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA

The Lesbian and Gay Information Line
will be open this summer Irom 7-10pm on
Mondays and Wednesdays The phone number is 352LAGA (5242).
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Pa$
ta & Sub$

352-4663

SERVICES OFFERED

TEMAIE NIFDED TO SUBLEASE FALL
AND/OR SPRING SEMESTER
OWN
HOOM"LORI 352-5649.

LSAT-GRE-GMAT'MCAT
Tesl preparation classes forming now1
Call Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center tor

Oemis 536-3701

83.50

SUBS
STARTER

—' ii"

$3.35

Ham, Salami, Provolone cheese

HURDLER

$3.35 |

Swiss & Provolone

SPRilTER

TYPING SERVICES
Reasonable rates with accuracy

Call 352-3987 Irom 8 00am - 9 00pm

$3.35
$3.95

Tuna

JOGGER

PERSONALS
Bobs, skaters, wedge, tads, Hip, buzz, high
a tight, spike, Hal-lops. GO Look, all $7 00
Campus Headquarters Salon " 354.2244.
Nails-Fiber glass, S35 00 Fill. $17.00
Acrylic, $25 00; Fill, J1500. Nail piercing,
$5 00 Campus Headquarters 354-2244.
Sebastian ft Nemus Sale
Campus Headquarters Salon
425 E. Wooster' 354-2244

Mansfield Company seeking Acer majors lor
Fall semester coop. Must have 2.75 GPA
Pays $9.hr Housing provided. Great opportunity. Ca:l 372-2451 or stop by 238 Admin. Bldg
tor more info.

2 mountain bikes, lemalo ft malo.
LIKE NEW •$100 EACH

352-4599

i
i
i
i
i
i

1 female roommate needed.
House 1 block Irom campus on Ridge St
Call 352-0470.

CINEMARK THEATRES
CINEMA 5 "S" -

"i

M234 N. Main St
354-0558 )
«E[UWTo»HHK.iJiSi.iil41oJ.M
a Xk FHI sit ONLY 11»
. ,

h

MONET. I Slf w UP THE W0 PC I 00.1» 4 SS. 7 OQ
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'MAIfctAN HtlUHNi VKi-1 J 1 :*). « <JU. ' UU. '
fl 30, 11:50
HtchmlKMoiLDumvDtrm,.
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A LEAGUE OF TriEIH OWN PC I 10, 3*k J OS. a 4a i: I
Tom Hants, Oena Paris, Uadernj
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• 1992-93 Summer & Fall Rentals *
2 bedroom furnished apts FREE water, sewer,
heat. AC. HBO Call 352-2663.
1 & 2 bedrm. furnished apts.
9 and/or 12 month leases.

With this ad receive $150 off
1st months rent. One ad per lease

coins

$3.95
$3.95
$3.35

.CENTER FOR CHOICE

II

ProvokJne Cheese

$4.25

Roast Beef. Ham, Turkey.
Provolone Cheese
Above subs start with mayo.
lettuce, tomato, onion, hot peppers,
rxegano. and Italian dressing

M

L MOW SHOWN «0VT

w/any regular
11" Inch
Eat-lns. Carry-Out or DeSvsry
DIBenederto's

• Abortion through
17 weeks
• Morning after
treatment

PROUD TO
BE PRO-CHOICE
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oh. 43604
Phone

(419) 255-7769 or
I -800 589-6005

Elfic. units and i & 2 bdrm. apts.
For short or long term
Ideal for graduate students
Completely furnished w/ full cable
HBO, uol . phone A use of pool incf.
Located (near campus) at the
Buckeye Budget Motor Inn
Stop out or call 352 1520 354 3182

352 2663

SamB's is different

Housemate wanted. Male, non-smoker, own
room, $150 plus utilities Call Lance 655-3084.

because in this resolutely laid-back
setting, it consistently serves the

HELP WANTED

best food between Perrysburg

1
2

and Columbus-and at 4MB

'NOW RENTING'
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1992 and 1992-93
school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included, air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

COME LIVE WITH US FOR FALL!

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES w

July 31 • Butty the Vsmplra Sltytr
Semng tufei Parry

352-9302

1 bedrm. furnished or unfurn. apts.
Excellent location 'Close to campus

bargain-basement prices...

Office in Cherrywood Health Spa
8th CJ High 352-9078

Haven House Manor. Piedmont,
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing, Birchwood Place
9&12 Month Leases
Etficiencies, 1 Bdrm. 2 Bdrm
Furnished or Unfurnished
fl/» rentals hot/a full use ol Chenvwood Health Spn

3
4

Would you like to work lot
your sell'
Would you fcke to set your own
hours?
AfiyouMlf-motmtfd*
Are you a M ol in entrepreneur'

If you answered YES to al ot the »bow.
you ate rust (he person wt le bokeig for*
As tn American Pan age Campus Represeelalivt. you wtll be responsible to*
placing advertising on bulletin boards
You will alto hive the opportunit/ to work
on marketing programs for such clients
aaArmriunExprees.foidandlBM There
are no sales involved Many of our reps
stay with us long after graduation For
more information call or write us at the
following a da lets

The Toledo Blade Food tribe 10-1290

Ms

AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK

1-800-487-2434

MSN MAIN BOWLING GREEN

215 West Harnson
Seattle. WA 98)19 4107

Book by Oscar Hammersloin II and Joshua Logan
Adapted from Ihe Pulitzer Prize-winning novel
"Tales ol the South Pacilic" by James A Michenor

n-nnnnnrii-irinnrimrnmnnni
These Movies for July 17 - 30

Carty Rentals ' 352-7365
Single rooms for male students
2 bdrm. apt. on E Merry,
Need 2 malt' stuOonts to sMiOd 2 bdrm apt

DON'T MISS THESE'
841 Eighth St.
733-755 Manville
R.E. MANAGEMENT
113 Railroad St

352-7454.

DRUGLORD TRUCKS! $100
86 BRONCO
$50
91 BLAZER
$150
77JEEPCJ
$50
Seized Vans. 4x4s. Boats Choose
Irom thousands starling $25. FREE
24 Hour Recording Reveals Details.
801-379-2930 Copyright #0H17KKCR

MID AM MANOR

Apt. for rent - just refurbished • 2 car garage
Close to campus. 2-4 people needed. 2nd floor
deck Possibility ol discounted rent or up to
$200 rebate 352 8438. Karen

FOR RENT

CHEAP! FBI US. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES
$200
86 VW
$50
87 MERCEDES
$100
65 MUSTANG
»50
Choose Irom thousands starting $25.
FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals
Giveway Prices 801-379-2929
CopynghtfOH17KXR

c

WANTED

Salami, Turkey. Pepperoni,

FREE POP

EbscoTelophonoService 113N Main
Now Hiring learn a marketable skill & make
money. Co-op's & internships available. Flexible pi. Dmo ft lull time hours. Guaranteed
hourly wage A bonus based on sales. Extensive training program & follow through Stop in
lor applications alter 4pm M F.

We are looking to SUBLEASE an apartment
(Irom another person) Irom August 10th to
December Graduation Call Alex or Bob at
3545104.

Swiss, Provolone Cheese

RELAY

Technics stereo system; includes receiver, 5
disc CO player, cassette deck & wood cabinet
with glass door $850 Call 352 8547. ask for
Troy.

inaDaaaaaaaanaaaaaaaaaaoL.

Ham. Salami. Turkey

WALKAWAY

2 CURE TICKETS CHEAP!!!
Mon., July 201h. 8pm. Richfield Coliseum Cleveland. Good tickets!! $20 each OBO.
Call Audrey 352-7467.

Pan-time wail porson ft bar poison lor Bowling
Green Country Club. Apply in person. 923
FairviewAve. 352-3100.

True spiral perms • $50 00
Campus Headquarters Salon
425 E. Wooster * 354-2244

Roast Beef

MARATHON

IBM compatible lap-top computer, mouse. Epson 24-ptn, dot matrix printer. & software
(WordPerfect & Student Edition ol Lotus 1,2,3).
Great cond willing IO negonate. Call 352-1549

Eddie Murpriy

Ham & Swiss

RUNNER

HELP WANTED

1991 HondaCRXHF. red. 5 speed, CD player,
cassette deck. AC. Asking $8000 Call
352 8547 ask lor Troy.

BE ON TV many needed lor commercials
Now hiring all ages. For casting inlo Call (615)
779-7111 E»l I 883

$3.35 I

Turkey

PACER

G-N-R and Metallic*
Tuesday. July 21
Pontiac Silver dome
Tickets are on rhe floor'
Call 354-6474, Damck or Doug for info

FOR SALE

$200 $500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home
Easy' No selling You're paid
direct. Fully Guaranteed.
FREE lntormation-24 Hour
Hotline 801-379-2900
Copywrighl SOH17KDHR

SKYDIVING: Newest, most encilmg thing in
BG Expert instruction, or fly tandem in a parachute built lor two. Visa & Mastercard accepted Call Skydive B.G., Inc. 10am-9pm
352-5200

or ma'mara, garlic bread

Homemade meat sauce.
or marinara. garlic bread
Above with meatballs $i 00 or
Italian Sausage add $1.50.

92-93 SUMMER & FALL REiVTALS
OVER 500 UNITS
Eft* , one bdrm. two bdrm.
houses & duplexes
Stop mio
319 E.WOOSTER
(across from Taoo Bell)
Speak with our Irtendly staff or call
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

354-2260

COVEH LETTERS, REFERENCES
Done professionally at reasonable rates Rush
lobs available. Editing is included Ca'l Jill at
352 '058

Homemade meat sauce,

$4.25

Econonncal A reliable transportation is avails
ble Great selection tor $2,500 or lest.
Call Mark ai 435-7419.

Female subleaser lor Fall'Spring semester.
Close to campus
Call 352-4697

T

PASTA
CHEESE TORTEUINI

Van driver, pt time position to provide Iransp
to and from Sooal Service Agency Musi be
between the ages ol 21-65, have a valid
driver's license, and excellent driving record.
Submit resume to PO Box 738, BG OH E OE.

RESUMES.

All Day Delivery
Open Daily 11 AM

ROTINI/IINGUINE

1 lemale to share apt with 3 other girls on 5th
St $150 plus utilities Call Tami at 878-0205
ASAP

July 17,18,24 & 25 at 6 p.m.

fSSlIMNERll1
'"MUSICAL^

and July 19 at 3 p.m.
KobacksrHall Moore Center BGSU
Tickets: $6-$ 10
Discount lor sludents/sr citizens » children under 12
CALL 372-8171
Box Office open noon-6 p.m. weekdays.
Tickets also available at area SelecTix outlets

'W Ifc Ifc Ifclfc
R0DGERS &

HAMMERSTEIN'S

SOUTH PACIFIC
Music by Richard Rodgers

Lyrics By Oscar Hammerstein II

